
'Stella de Oro' (Jablonski, 1975) or Stella, for short, doesn't seem
to get much respect among daylily society members.  It is old,
extremely common, boring, small, diploid, and lacks fashionable
modern edges, ruffling, colors, size, forms and patterns.  Stella has
only seven buds and one branch.
But somehow Stella won AHS’ highest award for a cultivar, the

Stout Silver Medal in 1985.  And Stella is the biggest selling daylily
ever, with sales in the tens of millions at least.  Almost every land-
scaper plants it, almost every nursery carries it.  So what is it that
AHS members saw 30 years ago, and that the vast gardening pub-
lic sees in Stella?
Let's start with bloom.  Stella starts unusually early for daylilies;

in fact, it is used as the marker for the beginning of the early sea-
son, so daylilies which bloom before Stella are designated “very
early,” while those blooming at the same time as Stella are “early.”
It blooms massively for about two weeks.  Then it rests for a month
or so.  Then, under good conditions of heat, light, and moisture, it
reblooms until autumn.  Not just in the south, but in the north as
well — a rare characteristic.  Listen in at nursery in the know, and
they sell Stella by saying it is a rebloomer.
The clump and foliage of Stella is superb.  Fans are closely

packed and parallel, producing a graceful fountain of leaves that
smothers weeds around it.  The foliage is disease resistant and
deciduous, so it looks good until it can be easily raked off in the
fall.  A clump of Stella looks good enough to replace an ornamen-
tal grass — you can't say that about many daylilies.
In the landscape and the garden, Stella blooms with the majority

of early spring perennials.  Its dwarf stature and non-aggressive
clumping let it play well with others, though it can be a challenge
to pair the bright gold color of Stella with other perennials.  The

flowers perch clearly above the foliage,
and they are round and ruffled enough
that they don't look plain the way the
some other older daylilies do.  Even enor-
mous old clumps bloom strongly (though
they might not rebloom), so no mainte-
nance is needed.  Better still, Stella's flow-
ers open the evening before and last until
the next evening; you can actually see
two sets of flowers open at once.  Stella is
self-grooming; when the flowers close,
they furl into tight, unobtrusive little bun-

dles so there is no need for daily deadheading.  Cold nights do not
prevent Stella from opening.
Stella possesses the usual daylily virtues and some more.  Salt,

pollution, heat and drought resistance are basics, but in addition
Stella is less affected by leaf streak, aphids, thrips and other insects
than most daylilies.  Stella is hardy to at least USDA zone 4 and
good up to zone 8.  Stella seldom has spring sickness.  The innu-
merable short scapes lean only at the edges of clumps.  And Stella
increases like crazy, faster than most daylilies, even in the north.
To be honest, Stella does have some limitations and faults.  First,

the name is a mixture of Spanish and Italian, which some linguistic
purists might fault.  The biggest fault is that Stella has difficulty
surviving south of zone 8, where it cannot get the winter rest it
needs.  Because the flowers are open through the night, hard rains
have more opportunity to damage the blossoms.  On hot, sunny,
windy days, the flowers can bleach and melt.  Rebloom declines
when clumps get more than a few years old.  There's a month-long
pause before rebloom begins; it isn't usually in bloom for daylily
midseason garden tours.  And it is hard to know if you actually
have Stella; many look-alikes and self-sown seedlings have been
sold as Stella, but they usually don't bloom as much.  
The final limitation is that Stella is only one color.  Many Stella

buyers ask, “Do you have it in other colors, too?”  The answer in
the nursery is yes, thanks to Darrel Apps.  Daylily society members
can find still more from Bob Sobek, Martin Kamensky, myself, and
others.
I highly recommend keeping a clump (or more!) of Stella in your

garden for a season marker and comparison to other daylilies,
especially if you eventually want to become a garden judge.  Most
daylilies fall short of several qualities of Stella, even if they have far
more beautiful faces.  We can easily be blinded by our tastes and
prejudices to the simple beauty of 'Stella de Oro'. n
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In praise of
‘Stella de Oro’

(Left) ‘Stella de Oro’ (Jablonski,
1975)  — Linda Sue Barnes photo
(Below) Stella in a clump 
— Mike Huben photo
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